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About This Content

Table Top Racing continues its world tour with the all-new 'Tropical Ice Pack '. Introducing two new and exciting locations;
'Life's A Beach' the Brazilian juice bar and the luxury Alpine resort, 'Yellowsnow Piste'.

NEW GAME MODES, MORE GAMEPLAY
- 'Checkpoint Racing', keep the clock alive for as long as you can!

- 'Overtake Mode' challenges you to get past as many opponents as possible in the given time.
- 3 New fully-featured Championships incorporating the new circuits AND game modes.

- 18 New Special Events which bend the rules and test your brain as well as your driving skills.

SIX NEW ACHIEVEMENTS

TWO NEW LOCATIONS, 8 CIRCUITS

LIFE'S A BEACH - Enjoy the warm, sunny shoreline of Brazil where you can lap-up the sea, sand, surf* and freshly squeezed
fruit cocktails at the "Life's a Beach" juice bar.

YELLOWSNOW PISTE - Why not head over to Europe and get some fresh mountain air, learn a new language or simply get a
lower return on your 10 year bonds? The choice is yours!
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Title: Table Top Racing: World Tour - Tropical Ice Pack
Genre: Racing
Developer:
Playrise Digital Ltd.
Publisher:
Playrise Digital Ltd.
Release Date: 31 Aug, 2016

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8, 10

Processor: Core i3 6100, AMD X4 860 and above (Still Testing Lower Limit)

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: GTX 650Ti, Radeon HD 5870 (May work on lower specifications)

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 4 GB available space

Sound Card: All

English,French,Italian,German,Dutch,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Simplified Chinese,Swedish,Traditional Chinese
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table top racing world tour tropical ice pack

Right now I do not recommend this addon, as its not out yet???, I've purchased it, added to library?, nothing is there, nothing in
the game, no Tropical Ice Pack! Fix this $h!t!. I'm just posting this review as a counter point to the other fella on here. I
purchased the DLC, and everything worked as advertised. If you enjoy the base game, I would recommend this DLC,
particularly while it's on sale. Cheers.. new game modes, new track, new gran prix and new coins its a well enhanced dlc. dlc
brings me into regular game. there is no added content.. Yeah, there's a reason why the Tropical Ice DLC for Table Top Racing:
World Tour has mixed reviews as of me writing this: It's kinda frustrating.

For comparison's sake, the base game was a competent kart racer that didn't have a strong sense of identity. The Supercharger
DLC gives you free cars that make the game too easy. This DLC adds two new locations, NO CARS, that are more frustrating
than fun thanks to physics glitches. "Life's a Beach" is the nicer looking of the two IMO, but the scenery is ruined by some
really annoying bug where your car will get bumped off track because you went down an incline too quickly. "Yellowsnow
Piste" adds an arctic locale to the game's location list, which sounds cool on paper, but sadly gets tedious thanks to rogue
snowballs that will nearly knock you off course with no warning. With time, you'll BARELY see them coming, but that's it and
they can slow you down a lot if you're not using a bigger vehicle. (And that's without mentioning the bumpy snow section of the
course.)

What a shame, too, that the two DLC's to this game have only made it worse. One makes the whole game too easy, and the other
adds new events that can drive you insane if you're not careful, and if being careful doesn't sound fun in a kart racer, then yeah,
trust me when I say that it's not.. The better of the two DLC packs in my opinion. This pack offers 2 new track locations (8
different track routes in total) as well as 3 new championships, new special challenges and 2 new race modes; Checkpoint and
Overtake, both of which add variety to the race modes in the game.. After playing the criminally underrated base game, I
couldn't wait for more content to be added - paid or otherwise - and imagined what could be added. I didn't imagine the
frustration and cruelty the Tropical Ice pack would cause me to endure. This pack offers 3 new Championships, one for each of
the car classes, featuring two new seasonal maps and two new game modes. The maps are the real show-stealer, or at least they
attempt to be. One takes place inside a beach bar, the other on a wintry holiday resort. There's surprisingly little re-use of assets,
and most of the maps' setpieces seem completely original. Even reskinned items are done cleverly and don't detract at all from
the map. The actual tracks themselves need a lot more work done to them. The amount of times one gets hung on corners, or
misjudges what should be a fairly easy slide are innumerable, leading to crashes and falling off the tracks many a time.
Mercifully the game's unfairness is really just kept to its tracks - the difficulty in the modes seems genuine.... for the most part.

I don't remember the controls pre-Tropical Ice Pack being as grindingly wound up as they are here, with even the Supercars
failing to make sharp turns and recover from the speed drop quickly enough. Considering how fast you have to be in the highly
demanding time trials and against the speedy AI, this makes the game feel meanspirited. I don't mind the rival racers being
faster than me, especially when there's powerups galore, but when the cars don't feel as responsive as they should (especially
now the other cars' collisions are a lot harder on you), it's like Playrise Digital are spiteful of you beating the game and paying
for the priviledge of paying for new stuff out of enthusiasm.

The modes are the only good thing about this pack, and if they were incorporated into the original cups I'd gladly redo them all
just to experience them. Checkpoint and Overtake are self-explanatory; the former requires you to go through a slalem of
checkpoints, awarding time for each one you go through successfully and deducting time for when you miss them. Overtake
mode requires you to overtake as many vehicles as possible before time runs out. With these game modes I felt like I was
constantly making progress with each checkpoint and car overtaken, whereas the constant fear of wasting 3 minutes in the hope
of getting just one measly star so I can progress in the Championship made me miserable. There's new special events too, so if
you want to replay these specific modes and maps you'll get bonus coins and XP for trying the individual maps and modes.

But what is there left to spend gold on? There's no new skins or cars, so unless you own the other DLC there's virtually no point
in playing this unless you fancy getting riled up about poor controls and frustrating time requirements. It's a shame given how I
love both the Hawaiian and icy setting (two of my favourite kinds of place), but it's marred by its wonky design and unrealistic
requirements to progress.

Given how I'd waited months for the controller support issue to be fixed so I could play this, you can't say I went in expecting to
hate it (especially if you see how much time I've put into the game). It gives a horrific first impression, and only continues to be
a slog that reminds you there's another cheaper DLC you could've bought. If you're desperate for this, wait for a sale. It's not
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even worth its low price of \u00a33.99.
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The difficulty compared to the rest of the game is very different.
This i dislike a lot, why did i buy this dlc?. Very good content. New game modes are awesome and the tracks are fine.

One problem : random collisions. There are more in this DLC than in the base game and the first DLC. It's annoying, not a big
issue, but when it happens, it's hard to stay calm.

If you like the game, buy both DLCs.
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